We have summed up our investigations performed in . The main task of this paper is clearly to show processes of formation of spectral lines as well as their distinction by validity and by location. For 503 photospheric lines of various chemical elements in the wavelength range 300-1000 nm we list in Table the 
Historic aspect of the problem
In the 60 years the quantitative studies of the solar atmosphere demanded knowledge of its physical characteristics at different depths. The majority of these characteristics were derived from the Fraunhofer lines observed. Naturally it was assumed that the atmospheric parameter derived from the specific Fraunhofer line must be referred to the formation depth of the line. Therefore, the question arose about the average depth of formation of spectral lines.
Recall, that the Fraunhofer line or spectral absorption line is a weakening of the intensity of continuous spectrum of radiation, resulting from deficiency of photons in a narrow frequency range, compared with the nearby frequencies. This deficiency is created by some particles that absorb the photons in the narrow frequency range (i.e. by selective absorption). The weakening of the emergent radiation at the line frequency is often called the line depression. At the solar surface for the otical depth τ = 0 the emergent line depression is defined by:
where I l (0) is the intensity of the emergent line emission, I c (0) is the intensity of the continuous emission at the frequency considered in the case if this line would be absent.
In the 60 years in Kiev we also began to study of the structure and dynamics of the solar atmosphere. We believed that the line formation depth is determined by the contribution function (CF) to the emergent line emission I l . It is easily calculated. The solution of the transfer equation for the optical depth τ = 0 gives an expression for the emergent intensity at the line frequency:
where τ = τ l + τ c is the total (line + continuum) optical depth. Here and further in the text the subscript l means the quantity refers to the line and c to the continuum. S is the total source function, and µ = cos θ is the cosine of the angle between the direction of the radiation and the normal to the surface. For simplicity we have adopted µ = 1 in the subsequent formulas. Taking into account the following relationships
one can write the equation (2) in the scale of integration τ c :
Here, κ c , κ l are the coefficients of the continuous and selective absorption, F E is the contribution function to emergent line emission or the emission CF. It presents the contributions from atmospheric layers located between τ c and τ c + dτ c to the intensity of the emission observed in the line frequency. The emergent intensity of the nearby continuum at the frequency considered is defined by following formula:
where F C is the contribution function to emergent continuous emission. The application of the emission CF for calculation of the average depth of formation of the absorption line in our practice has convinced us that this is wrong. The average depths obtained are practically identical for all very weak lines with different excitation potentials at the similar wavelength. At that time it was well known that the very weak lines with higher excitation potentials are formed in the deeper layers of the photosphere compared with the similar lines with lower excitation potentials. We were forced to find a new method for determining the average depth of formation of spectral line.
In the 70 years, we began a detailed study of this problem together with well-known astrophysicist C. de Jager [12] . We showed that it is important to distinguish the formation regions of the line emission and line depression. They may be different. Also we showed that it should use the depression contribution function based on the Unsold's weighting function to determine the average depth of formation of the line depression. We used the weighting function under LTE conditions which was written as: 
Here, g ′ is differently defined than the customary weighting function g derived by Unsold [33] . By multiplying the Unsold's weighting function g with I c (0), we has obtained g ′ .
With the function g ′ the expression for the emergent line depression in the intensity units has the following form:
Here, F D is the depression CF. If the absorbing particles are absent (κ l = 0, η = 0, and F D = 0), the contributions to the line depression equal zero. One can divide (7) by I c (0) to obtain the expression for the relative depression (R l (0) = D l (0)/I c (0)) and the contribution function to the relative depression (F R = F D /I c (0)). The function F R corresponds to the contribution function derived by Unsold [33] and Pecker [25] . In our next paper [11] we calculated the average depths of formation for many weak spectral lines using the function F D . The obtained depths of formation of weak lines showed a clear dependence on the excitation potential. Thus, we confirmed the validity of the determination of the average formation depth with the contribution function F D as well as F R .
After the our papers [11, 12] , a lot of other papers devoted to this problem have appeared. The opinions of the authors of the papers were strongly divided. Some authors (e.g., Demidov [5, 6] ) supported our concept of the depression CF. Other authors (Babiy and Rykalyuk [2] , Buslavsky [4] , Lyubimkov [21] , and etc.) defended the concept of the emission CF from more great tenacity. Third authors (Makita [23] , Beckers and Milkey [3] , and etc.) have proposed new methods of calculating the formation depth of absorption line. There were objective reasons to explain why our concept was not immediately accepted and the problem of the formation depths was discussed for a long time. We can call the main reasons.
1. The inertia of thinking. Having solved the problem of radiative transfer in the atmosphere of the Sun and stars, classical astrophysics determined the line formation depth by the simple way. The first definition was based on the emergent line emission. Minnaert [24] assumed the average depth of formation of absorption line is equal to the depth which divides the F E -curve in to equal halves. The second definition was based on the approximation that the emergent line intensity is equal to the source function at the average line formation depth <τ c >. Under the LTE conditions this is
Using a photospheric model or data on the centre-to-limb variation of the absolute continuum I c , one can easily obtain <τ c >. If the Plank function B varies linearly with τ c one can use the important Eddington-Barbier approximation I l (0) = B(τ c = µ). Since then, many astrophysics automatically use the solution of the transfer equation for the emergent line intensity I l to determine the average depth of formation of spectral line with the help of the emission CF (although it was fundamentally wrong). 2. In the 70s and 80s the astrophysics did not take into account the results of earlier works on this issue. In the 50-60s Minnaert [24] and de Jager [20] did not regard the emission CF for determination of the average depth of formation of the Fraunhofer line. While Elste [7] and Ruhm [26] have pointed to the need to use the Unsold-Pecker CF.
3. The Unsold-Pecker CF was derived by mathematical transformation to simplify the description of the Fraunhofer lines. Unsold [33] and later Pecker [25] did not explain the physical meaning of the function F R . Apparently, in our first paper [12] the physical sense of the function F D was not convincingly substantiated. It was masked by the fact that we used the LTE condition (S c = S l = B(T )). If LTE is absent the weighting function
At that rate it is evident that the left term of (9) the multiplied by η exp(−τ l ) presents the contribution to the absorbtion by selectively absorbing particles at the depth τ c , while the right term (with negative sign) multiplied by η exp(−τ l ) presents the contribution to the re-emission by selectively absorbing particles. Such explanation was absent in our first article [12] , and this is also not facilitate the timely approval of our concept. Due to the current confusing situation, we published a series of new papers [13] - [18] and [29] - [31] . It should note, at the same time Sarychev [28] supported the concept of the depression CF and actively cooperated with us. Magain [22] presented the correct solution of the transfer equation for the relative line depression R l (0) and obtained the rigorous expression for the CF to the relative line depression. Gurtovenko and Sarychev [14] have shown that the depression CF obtained by Magain is identical to the Unzold-Pecker CF.
By the end of 80 years, we were convinced that the problem of the formation depths of spectral lines has already been solved. Nevertheless, a series of new papers have appeared. Achmad [1] raise the issue again and proposed a new method which confirms the correctness of our concept. Grossmann-Doerth et al. [9] , Ruiz Cobo and Toro Inesta [27] , and Staude [32] developed the concept of depression functions for four Stokes profiles of the absorption lines.
The purpose of this paper to summarize the results of our researches on this issue, to demonstrate the features of the different contribution functions for different lines and to show the localization of the absorption and emission processes involved in the formation of the lines. Furthermore, we want to demonstrate the average depth of formation of different lines in solar spectrum. The lines selected by us are often used in the interpretation of many phenomena in the solar atmosphere, therefore the knowledge of the average depths of formation of emission and depression of these lines can be useful for astrophysics.
Formation of absorption line
The physical sense of the depression contribution function becomes perfectly clear, when we examine the specific processes forming a absorption line. It is well known that absorption line originates as a consequence of a chain of absorption and emission processes caused by the presence selectively absorbing particles in the photospheric layers. Fig. 1 demonstrates a schematic ratio of the quantities that characterizes the processes forming the Fraunhofer line. Let's look these processes separately from each other and present them quantitatively by the physical approach.
1. Selective absorption. If we assume that selectively absorbing particles only absorb, the processes of selective re-radiation are absent, i.e., ǫ l = 0 and S l = 0, then the portion of radiation absorbed selectively at the depth z within an elementary layer ∆z at the line frequency will equal to
Here exp(−τ l (z)) exp(−τ c (z)) is the factor of the radiation attenuation by the selective absorbing particles and continuous absorption. After substitution of the expression for 
and integration in the τ c scale, we obtain the expression for amount of the radiation absorbed selectively for τ c = 0:
We call the quantity D p l as the proper line depression. 2. Selective re-emission. Under real conditions ǫ l = 0 and S l = 0. Some portion of the proper line depression is be re-radiated in the line frequency. We call it as the proper line emission. Analogously to (10) , the intensity of proper line emission equals:
Taking into account ǫ l = S l κ l = S l κ c η and integrating over τ c , we obtain the analytical expression for the emergent intensity of proper line emission at the surface for the frequency within a spectral line:
3. Continuous emission at the frequency within the spectral line. The selectively absorbing particles are not completely "eat" the continuous radiation coming out in the line frequency. Some part of the radiation comes out. We call it as the continuous emission passed through the line. The analytical expression for the intensity of the continuous emission passed through the line can be obtained by the same simple way:
After substitution of ǫ c = S c κ c and integration over τ c , we obtain:
4. Emergent line emission is the sum of the proper line emission and the continuous emission passed through the line:
The integrand in (17) is the emission contribution function F E (4) derived from the solution of the transfer equation for the emergent line intensity. 5. Observed line depression is also formed by two processes. The first process forms the proper line depression and the second forms the proper line emission. The physical sum (or the mathematical difference) of the intensities of the proper depression and emission at the line frequency gives the expression for the observed line depression:
The integrand in (18) is the depression CF. Under the LTE approximation it corresponds to the expression F D (7) derived with the help of the weighting functions g ′ .
Features of the contribution functions
In the spectral analysis one can use the emission and depression CFs as well as the CFs to proper line emission and proper line depression. All the CFs carry the valuable information. The information on an amount and location of the proper line emission, proper line depression, or the continuous emission passed by the line has great practical significance in the study of the relationship between the observed phenomena, parameters of the solar atmosphere, and spectral lines. For example, the brightness contrasts observed in different lines are compared with such phenomena as concentration of magnetic field.
To study such phenomena we must use the CF to the proper line emission I p l , while to study the photospheric velocity fields derived from the Doppler lineshifts we should use the depression CF to D l .
We calculated the CFs under LTE conditions with photospheric model HOLMU for the center of different lines at the solar disc center in logarithmic scale of optical depths log τ 5 . The scale log τ 5 is more convenient to analyze spectral lines in stellar atmospheres. Figs 2-4 are shown the CFs calculated. Specific CF at specific log τ 5 shows the contribution of the layer situated at this depth to the quantity by the specific process.
The emergent intensity of continuum (I c ) is effectively formed in the deepest layers of the photosphere. The formation region of the intensity of continuous emission passed The weak lines with low excitation potentials also draw attention to themselves. For example, the Ti I 674.313 line (Fig. 2) has the proper line emission I p l is comparable to the observed line depression D l . It is interesting that for this line the location of the line emission differs significantly from the formation region of the line depression. For weak lines with high excitation potentials the difference is much smaller. The formation region of resonance weak lines is located slightly higher than usual weak lines with low excitation potentials, while weak lines of molecules are formed within the highest layers of the photosphere [28] .
Moderate lines. As we can see in Fig. 3 , the formation regions of the proper line emission, the proper line depression, and observed line depression in the case of moderate lines are shifted to higher layers of the photosphere as compared with weak lines with the same excitation potentials and wavelengths. A known fact of the decrease of the depth of formation region of the moderate lines in comparison with the weak lines is confirmed. For moderate line the amount of the continuum emission passed through the line is clearly reduced. The dependence of formation depth of moderate line on the excitation potential is the same as that for weak lines.
Strong lines. It is known, that there is no any strong lines with high excitation potentials in the solar spectrum, which could be formed in the deep layers of the photosphere. Figure 4 shows the CFs calculated for strong lines with low excitation potentials. We found only one resonance line (313.106 Be II), which is formed in the deep layers. Partly, it is a consequence of its short wavelength. This line passes a small portion of the continuum emission, whereas the other strong lines practically do not transmit continuous radiation outwards. Therefore, the emergent line intensity I l of strong lines usually equals the intensity of the proper line emission I We did not consider the strongest line, since their central part is formed in the absence of the LTE conditions. Under non-LTE, the relation between the population of the upper and lower levels deviates dramatically from LTE equilibrium and can be quite different at different depth in the photosphere. The shape and magnitude of the CFs to D 
The average depth of formation of a spectral line
Despite the fact that nowadays every researcher has a computer and one can calculate the average depth of formation of any line, and despite the fact that Gurtovenko and Kostyk [10] have published the mean geometrical depths of formation of the line center for 1958 Fraunhofer lines of different elements, we decided to present in accessible form more complete information about the average depths of the 503 reference spectral lines. These lines can serve as probes to diagnose the physical conditions of the various layers in the photosphere.
Since the depression contribution function F D (7) determines the weight of the relevant layers in contributing to the emergent line depression, one may define a average depth of formation of the line at a given wavelength profile point (λ) at a position µ on the solar (stellar) disk by the following formula:
Here, x can be equal to τ 5 , log τ 5 or z. The effective depth of formation of the entire line profile at the position µ is determined by averaging over the whole profile:
where R(λ, µ) is the relative line depression at the profile point λ and at the position µ, and λ 1 , λ 2 are initial and final wavelength points of the line profile. Averaging over the solar disk one can obtain the mean depth of formation of the line depression at a given profile point λ for the Sun as a star (or for any star):
and the effective formation depth of the entire line profile for the Sun as a star:
where the superscript * means the quantity averaged over the solar (stellar) disk. Analogously, one can compute the mean depth for the emergent line emission using the emission contribution function F E (4) in (19) (20) (21) (22) . The mean depth of formation the nearby continuum for each line one can compute using the CF to continuum F C (5). The CFs to line depression, line emission, and continuum do not change sing, therefore the formulas (19) (20) (21) (22) give reliable results.
The effective width of the region of formation of line depression at the line center and the center of the solar disk (µ = 1) one can define as:
where <x> is the average depth of formation of the line depression at the line center. Thus, ∆x eff is the width of the layer in which occurs the main part of all contributions to the observed line depression at the line center. Our calculations of the CFs and the average depth of formation of the lines were performed with a software package SPANSAT [8] , the solar photosphere model HOLMU [19] , the microturbulent velocity ξ mic = 0.95 km/s, the macroturbulent velocity ξ mac = 1.75 km/s, and the damping constant 1.5γ wdw . The abundance of chemical elements and line oscillator strengths (Agf ) were determined in the process of calculation by comparing Table. It lists the parameters of the Fraunhofer lines and the average depths of formation of line depression and line emission calculated at the centre and half-width of line profile as well as the nearby continuum. All calculations are performed at the centre of solar disk. The average depths calculated are given in the scale log τ 5 . To convert the optical depth to the geometrical depth, we present the dependence of the optical depth log τ 5 on geometrical depth z in Fig. 5 . The effective width is given in the geometrical depth.
On the average, the depth of formation of the continuum equals log τ 5 ≈ 0. It slightly depends on the wavelength due to the nonlinear wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficients. The average depth of formation of the continuum changes from log τ 5 = 0.163 to 0.001 in the wavelength range from 400.0 to 520.0 nm and from log τ 5 = 0.001 to −0.215 in the wavelength range from 520.0 to 900.0 nm. This effect is easy to trace in Figs 2-4 .
The average depth of formation of the very weak line may be even greater than the average depth of formation of the nearby continuum. We found the 597.88 Si II line with EP = 10.07 eV and < log τ 5 >=−0.062, while the nearby continuum has < log τ 5 >=−0.088. This is not a paradox, but a natural feature of very weak lines with high EP. The far wings of specific very strong lines are also formed in the deepest layers of the photosphere (e.g., the H and K Ca II lines).
In the Table there are few strong lines which are formed in the region of temperature minimum. This is the 455.40 Ba II line (< log τ 5 >= − 5.757), the 649.69 Ba II line (< log τ 5 >= − 4.915), the 868.86 Fe I line (< log τ 5 >= − 4.826), and the 832.70 Fe I line (< log τ 5 >= − 4.293). A lot of lines with < log τ 5 >= − 3 to −4 are formed in the upper photosphere, but the vast majority of lines with < log τ 5 >= − 0.5 to −2 are formed in the middle of the photosphere.
Figs 6-8 demonstrate the average depth of formation of the center of iron lines depending on the excitation potential EP, equivalent width W , and the relative depression Note also that the effective widths ∆z eff calculated for different Fraunhofer lines differ from each other. They vary in the range 50-120 km from one line to another, while the differences from one point to another within the line profile is sufficiently small (≈ 10 km).
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that line emission and line depression contribution functions are different in their essence. The emission function defines the contributions of elementary photospheric layers to the emergent continuous emission and selective re-emission at the line frequency, whereas the depression function defines the contributions of these layers to the observed selective depression and selective re-emission at the frequency considered. If selectively absorbing particles are absent in the photospheric layers, the depression function is equal to zero, while the emission function is not zero. The depression contribution function characterizes the magnitude of deficit of the emerging radiation at the line frequency relatively the continuum level, i.e, it characterizes the magnitude of Fraunhofer line. To correctly calculate the average depth of formation of the Fraunhofer line you should use the depression contribution function derived through the weighting function.
We examined in detail the physical processes involved in the formation of the spectral line. The understanding of these processes is useful not only for the study of such phenomena as Fraunhofer lines, but also for the correct selection of lines to study of specific events in the solar atmosphere.
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Table. Select spectral lines: wavelengths (λ); excitation potentials of the lower level (EP); central line depths (d); effective widths of the line formation region (∆z eff ); average formation depths (< log τ 5 >) of emergent line emission I l and depression D l at the line center; emergent line emission and depression at the line half-width D l /2; average depth of formation of the nearby continuum I c . The average depths were calculated for the spectral lines at the center of the solar disc. 
